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In every congregation from the beginning of the church, and even before the church was born in the pre-Christian religions from the dawn of time, there is one common question that, with steady regularity, is asked with great energy: What is sacred in our building, our tradition and in our time together? This question has been raised here by almost every one of us. It is an important question and for a variety of reasons at times difficult to answer. In this sermon I want to reflect on why this is an important question and offer some guidelines in responding to it.

We think we live in changing times as no other people have. This is true in some ways but claiming this just for ourselves blinds us to the reality of the change our ancestors experienced in their church lives. There have been periods of cataclysmic change that radically influenced what was considered sacred. The symbols of the old and deemed harmful ways have needed to be purged, if not destroyed, in every religious tradition. The Taliban blasted the mountain side images of the Buddha in Afghanistan, attempting to erase the reality of who they once were as Buddhists. After our Protestant reformation, scores of priceless Catholic paintings, sculptures, and frescoes were destroyed by the Reformers because they were seen a symbolizing something that had gotten in the way of their spirituality. Sacred symbols are powerful; they evoke strong, passionate responses. 

Here at St John’s, and in many, many Anglican, Lutheran and Catholic churches from coast to coast in Canada, in a much less dramatic manner, and with lovingly positive intentions, a sacred symbol has been changed. The use of the high altar up against the wall has been replaced by the altar moved more towards the centre of where the people gather. The old position of the altar symbolized the separation and majesty of God and Creation and the separation of the priest (the one who is set aside to approach God in prayer and liturgy) from the people. While this was once a very satisfying symbol, the high altar has been deemed a misleading emphasis about the truth of who we are in relation to God in this day and age. At this time of Christian history we wish to sing the song of God who is in our midst and is approachable.

But there are those among us who have mixed feelings about this change. By not using that space in our liturgy are we neglecting it? Are we dishonouring the memory of those who have gone before us who gathered there in fervent prayer and hope to receive their sign of the presence of God in the bread and wine? At the same time there are those among us who have no such feelings and want to use that unused space for the needs of the people as they are now. And both sides have not just compelling arguments but also, and very importantly, they have very strong feelings about what is sacred. Sacred symbols are powerful and evoke strong responses.

This is, indeed, a time of change for the church and its symbols.  But we as individuals also change as we go through the different stages of our lives and our sense of what is sacred is altered as we live. Our needs and preferences do not stay the same. Some of us have young children and our homes reflect a happy disorder of movement, laughter, crying and play. Church feels comfortable like this, then. Some of us have no children or have adult children who have moved on, and they cherish the order and quiet in their homes. Church feels comfortable like this, then. Psychologically speaking, some of us keep order of our world in our heads. Our surroundings can be more chaotic than those of us who need order in what is around us requiring that things be kept in their place. All this influences what we think and feel needs to be sacred. It is amazing to me that we continue to be civil to each other – truly, a testament to our love and patience and to the power of the Spirit among us!


What does hold us together? There are two things that come to mind. The first is that we, all of us, to some degree, need repetition – tradition. From how we start each day with breakfast to how we gather for Holy Communion. We may not agree on how we are doing something here and decide to change it but I guarantee that in a very short period of time the new way will become repetitive and traditional. Let me illustrate with a true story: I had dear friends who were grandparents. The grandmother decided to change the timing of Christmas dinner from the afternoon to the evening. Her four year old grand daughter strenuously objected, saying, “But Grandma we always do it this way!” We have a need for predictability in a chaotic world and for repetition of what we feel is important. The Gospel stories need to be read again and again. We are like children who need the same beside story read without any deviation from night to night. We recognize this need in each other and in our selves and, at our best, honour and respect this in each other. Tradition can be like glue holding us together.


The second thing that holds us together is that we need symbols of hope and security in what can be a cold and lonely world. In the film “O Brother, Where Art Thou?” the main character played by George Clooney sings the song “I am a Man of Constant Sorrow.” A country tune, one of those hurtin’ tunes that we sophisticates may sneer at but which certainly catches our attention. Like Patsy Cline’s “Tow Cigarettes in an Ashtray” – about her love slowly burning away and loneliness about to enter her life again. Or the Psalmist who writes “How can we sing our song in a strange land?” We understand where these songs and psalms come from. Each of us lives at times in loneliness and each of us is fearful of it coming our way again. We need symbols that remind us of something greater than a cold, dark universe; that behind this impersonal world is the brooding force of love that we call God. 

Thus the baptismal font symbolizing the constant presence of this love in our lives; the bread and wine symbolizing the food we need for the journey in lonely times; the altar symbolizing where we gather not to eat alone but with fellow travelers; the lectern from which are read the encouraging and correcting stories we need to hear again and again; the side chapel where people have found comfort praying with others; the pews where we sit and stand as one people both at funerals and at weddings; the socializing area where we gather around nourishment with tea, cookies, and comforting conversation. These are sacred places and times for us. Are they worth much money? No. Are they priceless? In some ways they are. No wonder we have strong feelings about them.

The need for tradition and the need to be reminded of our living in a world not determined by loneliness brings us to this place and gives us the motivation to create a sacred space that can satisfy us.


I have four guides for creating sacred space that I would like to put before you:


1st    We need to acknowledge that we need sacred space and time as religious people. This is where we gather so this is sacred. It must be treated with reverence.

2nd   We are part of the larger communion of our Anglican heritage. Unless we become an independent church we live in the tradition of those saints who have gone before of us and who bequeathed to us the way we gather. This needs to be honoured and it is the foundation on which we build.


3rd   We are called to be a light to the world. First to each other and then to the world around us. We are not called to create symbols that only we can appreciate; our sacred space must never keep people away but rather invite people in.


 4th   Our symbols must accurately reflect who we are in this day and age. This is what we are attempting by moving the sacred space from the high altar to this low altar. Our space must have sacred reminders of the joy we know in baptism, in welcoming new members and in babies being born. It must reflect the sorrow we feel at funerals. It must reflect the hope we feel with an inspiring sermon and be quiet enough to fall asleep through that same sermon. 


The old and familiar story we heard this morning was of Jesus being tempted by false choices and promises. The devil said to him, “If you do this you will never be hungry, always powerful, and never lonely.” These are the same temptations to us. Let us not fall to the temptation of finding security in our inflexibility of what was and can be sacred. But let us never forget that we are part of a communion of saints that has brought us to where we are now.  Let us not fall to the temptation of allowing a thing, or a way of doing things, to become more sacred than the one standing before us who is lonely and cannot find the love of God in what we have declared to be sacred. 

Rather, let our hope be in the prophet Haggai’s declaration that was carved into the wall of Coventry Cathedral. The cathedral was destroyed in a bombing raid during the Second World War. The congregation decided to rebuild it not as it was but in a very modern twentieth century style. The world had changed, the sacred symbols needed to be changed. The altar was moved forward. The prophet’s declaration reads: “The latter splendor of this house shall be greater than the former, says the Lord.” As we build on our traditions and the changes we live with, may this be our prayer. Amen.

